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Providing an independent technical analysis of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP),
a federal transuranic nuclear waste repository.

EEG COMMENTS ON SECTION 311 CLASS 3 PMR
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY COMMENTS

This PMR was submitted by the Permittees as required by Section 311 of the Energy and Water
Development Appropriations Act for Fiscal Year 2004. Section 311 of the Act states:

(a)

The Secretary of Energy is directed to file a permit modification to the Waste Analysis
Plan (WAP) and associated provisions contained in the Hazardous Waste Facility Pem1it
for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). For purposes of determining compliance of
the modifications to the W AP with the hazardous waste analysis requirements of the
Solid Waste Disposal Act (42 U.S.C. 6901 et seq.), or other applicable laws, waste
confirmation for all waste received for storage and disposal shall be limited to: (1)
confirmation that the waste contains no ignitable, corrosive, or reactive waste through the
use of either radiography or visual examination of a statistically representative
subpopulation of the waste; and (2) review of the Waste Stream Profile Form to verify
that the waste contains no ignitable, corrosive, or reactive waste and that assigned
Environmental Protection Agency hazardous waste numbers are allowed for storage and
disposal by the WIPP Hazardous Waste Facility Permit.

(b)

Compliance with the disposal room performance standards of the W AP shall be
demonstrated exclusively by monitoring airborne volatile organic compounds in
underground disposal rooms in which waste has been emplaced until panel closure.

A difficulty in assessing the PMR' s compliance with Section 311 as well as state regulations is
that Section 31 l(a) uses the term "confirmation" without defining the term, then applies the term
to waste assessment methods that have, at the WIPP, been traditionally addressed (and are
currently so addressed in the HWFP) as waste characterization techniques. The data resulting
from these techniques were also applied to acceptable knowledge as "confirmation" of that data.
However these techniques have, since the earliest WIPP waste analyses, been considered as
waste characterization processes.

An associated issue is that the Section 31 l(a) states that the "confirmation" limitations is "for all
waste received for storage and disposal." AK confirmation is currently performed prior to
shipment, not after waste is received at the WIPP, and it is possible to interpret this phrase as
applying only to confirmation at the WIPP site. However, the Senate Committee Report that
initiated Section 311 states that Section 311 was intended to ensure that the permittees would
have the ability to eliminate both the headspace gas and homogeneous waste requirements for
sampling and analysis, as well as requiring statistical radiography/visual examination (rather than
100% RTR/VE) examination as specifically prescribed within Section 31 l(a). In these EEG
comments we are not assuming that the only use of RTR/VE is for confirmation of acceptable
knowledge (AK). We believe the results ofRTR/VE should be usable for waste characterization
whenever these techniques are implemented.

There are several main concerns that arise from evaluation of our detailed comments:

(1)

The use of only RTR/VE for confirmation of AK raises a number of problems and
questions which are included throughout our detailed comments. Examples of some of
these problems follow. There is no amplification of acceptable knowledge requirements
to address the loss of physical confirmation, nor any provision for a path forward when
AK data is insufficient (the same is true for the loss of chemical confirmation). There is
no explanation of why real data developed from statistical RTR/VE analysis is not
preferable to AK for waste material parameter weights.

(2)

Ambient VOC monitoring program in the WIPP underground becomes more important if
there is no headspace gas sampling. There are questions on sampling frequency,
quantification, analysis times and reporting times. Also, the implementation and
justification for the proposed Action Levels for Disposal Room Monitoring plan are not
clear.

(3)

A number of instances of incorrect references and places where clarification is needed are
cited in our detailed comments.
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(4)

The data quality objective (DQO) and quality assurance objectives (QAOs) proposed in
this PMR do not adequately meet the requirements for DQOs and QAOs. The single
DQO is less a DQO than it is a mission statement, and for the most part the QAOs in this
PMR do not establish quality objectives.

(5)

There is no technical justification or explanation for many of the changes proposed in the
PMR. The permittees only cite Section 311 of PL 108-137 as an explanation for the
changes, but many of the changes are not addressed in Section 311. For example, the
elimination of requirements for use of waste matrix codes and EPA's SW-846 methods
are not in Section 311. What may be an important explanation of the proposed disposal
room monitoring was cited in the PMR but not provided (WRES's Technical Evaluation

Report for WIPP Room-Based VOC Monitoring).

In summary EEG believes that the PMR needs considerable work before it is a complete and
clear document.

DETAILED COMMENTS

PMR Introductory Material:
1.

The PMR's Table of Contents does not match the actual content in the PMR, in that the
Table of Contents shows sub-sections to Section 3.0 which do not exist in the PMR's
text. The NMED may want to determine if these subsections were meant to be included
in the PMR.

Since Section 3.0 is entitled "Explain why the modification is needed," the missing
subsections would conceivably have eliminated many of the comments that follow.

2.

Section 1.0 of the PMR states that the Waste Matrix Codes (WMCs) are to be deleted
from the HWFP. The explanation for this is (p. 2):
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... because the waste stream description is more detailed than the
WMC and is an adequate indicator of whether waste undergoing
radiography or visual examination belongs to the waste stream
described by the acceptable knowledge (AK).
Radiography and visual examination are currently required to do more than just determine
if the waste belongs in a waste stream-the provided explanation is incomplete at best.
Waste Matrix Code Groups are not established simply for radiographic purposes. As
pointed out in DOE/LLW-217, DOE Waste Treatability Group Guidance, WMCs provide
(p. 1-1):

... technically defined, site-specific waste stream data sets to
support waste management planning and reporting activities.
Furthermore, consistent implementation at all of the sites will
enable aggregation of the site-specific waste stream data sets into
comparable national data sets to support these activities at a DOE
complex-wide level...[the WMC] concept is also of value in
assessing the needs for other facets of waste management.
Waste streams are defined in part by the WMCs it can contain-the definition of a waste
stream requires that it be " ... similar in material, physical form, and hazardous materials"
(the Waste Treatability Group Guidance also mentions this). WMCs ensure that the
material and physical form are similar. The WMCs are a part of the detailed chemical
and physical analysis of a representative sample of the waste required under 40 CFR
264.13(a)(l); grouping these wastes by waste matrix code groups (WMCs) provides a
part of the detailed physical description. Section 311 of PL 108-13 7 provides limitations
on confirmation activities, but does not limit waste characterization activities. The EEG
recommends that the NMED retain WMC requirements in the WAP.
3.

Section 1.0 of the PMR also states that the requirement to determine waste material
parameter weights (MPWs) during radiography and visual examination are to be deleted
from the HWFP. The explanation supplied for this is that (p. 2):
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Because 100 percent radiography or visual examination for
confirmation is no longer required, there is no opportunity to
quantify MPW s using these techniques. The sites are still required
to report the MPW s for each container via WIPP Waste
Information System (WWIS).
The establishment of material parameter weights is a part of the detailed physical
description of a representative sample of the waste required by 40 CFR 264.13(a)(l). The
actual method to be used is described as follows (Section B3-4, p. B3-29 of the PMR):
The weights or volumes of each Waste Material Parameter in the
entire waste stream can be estimated and allotted to each individual
container using waste stream ratios for each material parameter and
the weight of waste in the subject container.
It appears that these estimates may thus be based on the same data provided to the

Transuranic Waste Update Inventory Report (TWIUR) and the DOE's Integrated
Database (IDB). The estimates for waste streams provided for these data reports are not
designed to help provide a detailed physical analysis of a representative sample of the
waste as required by 40 CFR 264.13(a)(l)-and often waste streams change from those
specified in these documents when actual waste analysis is implemented. The EEG
believes that taking waste stream-wide estimates of material parameter weights and
assigning them to individual waste containers creates inappropriate data that will be far
more likely to be misleading than useful.

That radiography and visual examination are not checking 100% of the containers does
not mean that the MPW s from the statistical sample are useless. The statistical sampling
values from radiography and/or visual examination are likely to provide a much more
accurate estimate of MPWs in many, if not most or all cases for retrievably stored wastes.
The EEG recommends that the NMED request that the permittees add a process for
determining whether AK or estimation data from the statistical samples of waste will
provide the more accurate MPW values for each waste stream.
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The proposed Section B1-3, Waste Material Parameter Estimation, insufficiently
describes how values are to be obtained during the AK process (p. B 1-29). The EEG
recommends that the NMED request that the permittees add a description of how MPVfs
will be determined by AK, or statistically from the radiography/visual examination if that
recommendation is accepted.

4.

Section 3 .0 of the PMR, "Explain why the modification is needed (20.4.1.900 NMAC
(incorporating 40 CFR § 270.42(c)(1 )(ii) [sic; should be (iii)]", quotes Section 311 of the
Energy and Water Development Appropriations Act for Fiscal Year 2004 (PL), then
states (p. X):
Section 311 establishes that sampling and analysis of waste for
determining compliance with the Solid Waste Disposal Act or the
New Mexico Hazardous Waste Act are no longer required.
The EEG disagrees with this statement. Section 311 states at most that confirmation of
sampling and analysis results is to be limited to statistical selections from the waste. The
statement the permittees are apparently attempting to interpret from Section 311 is:
For purposes of determining compliance of the modifications to the
W AP with the hazardous waste analysis requirements of the Solid
Waste Disposal Act (42 U.S.C. 6901 et seq.), or other applicable
laws waste confirmation for all waste received for storage and
disposal shall be limited to: (1) confirmation that the waste
contains no ignitable, corrosive, or reactive waste through the use
of either radiography or visual examination of a statistically
representative subpopulation of the waste; and (2) review of the
Waste Stream Profile Form to verify that the waste contains no
ignitable, corrosive, or reactive waste and that assigned
Environmental Protection Agency hazardous waste numbers are
allowed for storage and disposal by the WIPP Hazardous Waste
Facility Permit.
Note that this statement is concerned with confirmation activities only. There are no
portions of the statement that directly addresses sampling and analysis. Since the
"statistically representative subpopulation of the waste" addressed in Section 311 is itself
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a sample, and the processes of radiography and visual examination are analytical
processes, Section 311 limits the use of sampling and analysis during the confirmation
process, but does not state that these activities "are no longer required" for compliance
with waste management and disposal laws. The permittees appear to have extended the
statement from Section 311 beyond the language and intent of the law.

The EEG notes that this appears to be the only official explanation as to why the many
modifications in this PMR have been submitted. The comments that follow often note a
lack of explanation, or inadequate explanation, for proposed modifications to HWFP
language.

5.

Item 1 of the PMR's Table of Changes states that " ... Section 31 l(a) of Pub. L. 108-137
addresses confirmation activities and Section 311 (b) addresses characterization
activities." The first part of this sentence appears to be correct, but Section 311 (b) does
not address "characterization activities." Section 31 l(b) addresses how compliance with
disposal room performance standards are to be demonstrated. This compliance is not a
characterization activity, though it does effectively eliminate use of waste characterization
data formerly utilized in disposal room monitoring compliance.

6.

Item 1 of the PMR's Table of Changes also offers new definitions of terminology for use
in the HWFP. These are as follows (p. 10 of the PMR):
Characterization means those activities performed by the
generator/storage site to identify the physical and chemical properties of
the waste. Characterization for purposes of this WAP is performed through
the compilation of acceptable knowledge information. Confirmation is
performed using radiography or visual examination (VE) on a
representative subpopulation of the waste to verify that the waste contains
no ignitable, corrosive, or reactive waste and by review of the Waste
Stream Profile Form (WSPF) to verify that the waste contains no ignitable,
corrosive or reactive waste and that assigned Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) hazardous waste numbers are allowed for storage and
disposal by the WIPP Hazardous Waste Facility Permit (HWFP).
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These definitions may not be acceptable for a variety of reasons. Characterization as
described here would not identify any chemical properties of the waste to be sent to the:
WIPP; chemical properties are determined by chemical analysis, not compilation of data.
This PMR does not require determination of any chemical properties-or any physical
properties such as pH, or density of the waste, either. What are currently identified
during WIPP waste characterization are components of the waste that might indicate
chemical and physical properties of interest, such as the presence of liquids that would
allow hazardous pH levels, and the types and amounts of different materials in the waste
(waste material parameters, material parameter weights). 40 CFR 264.13 identifies the
aspects of the waste to be analyzed for as parameters; and specifies that a waste analysis
plan is to identify parameters of interest, the rationale for selecting parameters, and the
test methods to be used to search for the parameters selected.

The PMR-supplied definition for confirmation separates radiography and visual
examination from waste characterization, which has certainly not been the WIPP practice
in the past. The current HWFP, echoing two decades of DOE documents, identifies these
as waste characterization techniques (among other waste characterization techniques) in
the WAP Introduction (Attachment B):
All waste characterization activities specified in this WAP and associated
Permit Attachments shall be carried out at generator/storage sites and, as
applicable, at the WIPP facility in accordance with this WAP ... Waste
characterization activities at the generator/storage sites include the
following, although not all these techniques will be used on each
container, as discussed in Section B-3:
•
•
•
•
•

Radiography...
Visual examination ...
Headspace-gas sampling to determine VOC content of
gases in the void volume of the containers
Sampling and analysis of waste for forms that are
homogeneous ...
Compilation of acceptable knowledge documentation
into an auditable record.
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These are clearly identified as waste characterization. In other portions of the HWFP
these same processes are also described as confirmation ofAK. For example, Section B-3
states
The characterization techniques used by generator/storage sites includes
acceptable knowledge, which incorporates confirmation by headspace-gas
sampling and analysis, radiography, and homogeneous waste sampling and
analysis. All confirmation characterization activities are performed in
accordance with the WAP.
Note that the "confirmation characterization" activities are, in this context, considered a
part of the acceptable knowledge process, not independent of it. Portions of the HWFP
concerning AK simply address these techniques as confirmation of AK. Thus,
confirmation is currently a portion of the AK process.

Separating radiography and VE from waste characterization and limiting these techniques
to looking for liquids, compressed gas, and verification of the Summary Category Group,
as this PMR does, would also seem to eliminate the results of these techniques as
providing the detailed physical analysis of a representative sample of the wastes as
required under 40 CFR 264.13(a)(l).

The permittees cite only Section 311 as the 40 CFR 270-required explanation for this
PMR. Section 311 does not address re-defining terminology currently in use at the WIPP.
Thus, the permittees have failed to explain any change to the terms as is suggested in the
Table of Changes. Since a large portion of the modifications proposed in this PMR ari;:
based on this change in definitions, these changes also do not appear to be justified.

The argument here is not that headspace gas, or homogeneous solid, sampling and
analysis are also characterization techniques as well as confirmation techniques, and
therefore should be performed on WIPP waste despite Section 311. The Senate
Committee Report where Section 311 originated has made it clear in public statements
that the cost and extra time necessary for use of these techniques were the major
EEG Comments Section 311 PMR
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considerations for the creation of Section 311, and that would hold true whether they are
considered characterization or confirmation techniques. However, the permittee
representative at the February 17, 2004 public meeting on this PMR made the point that
use of other techniques are not precluded by the PMR-implying that the waste
generator/storage sites may use them in specific situations. The EEG believes that if
these other techniques are to be available for use then the permittees have provided no
explanation as to why the waste characterization requirements currently in the HWFP and
WAP are not to be required when these techniques are used.

7.

The proposed definitions for waste characterization and confirmation are not only
different than the use of the terms at the WIPP in the past and currently, they also appear
to represent renaming of what is currently considered to be "characterization" as
"confirmation." Indeed, the permittees have changed statements throughout this PMR to
replace the word "characterization" with the word "confirmation," or with the term
"analysis" (meaning both terms).

The result is that, without any explanation for the

change except a reference to PL 108-13 7 Section 311, this PMR changes the HWFP"s use
of the term "characterization" to match up with the word "confirmation" used in Section
311. This is effectively an ex post facto elimination of the HWFP statements on waste
characterization.

Two of the many possible examples follow. On page 11-2 of the PMR, Module II.C.1.b is
altered as follows (strike-out is current HWFP text, underline is PMR-added text):
Waste characteri:z:ation sampling and analytical confirmation methods - the
Permittees shall require that generator/storage sites comply with the
method requirements, quality control, equipment testing, inspection,
maintenance, and equipment calibration and frequency standards for the
procedures specified in Permit Attachment Bl (Waste Characteri:z:ation
Sampling Confirmation Methods).
In the Waste Analysis Plan (WAP), on page B-4 of the PMR the following change is
made:
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Waste confirmation characteri2;ation activities at the generator storage sites
for TRU waste to be stored or disposed at WIPP shall be limited to include
those set forth in Section 311 of P .L. 108-13 7, as follows :the following,
although not all these techniques will be used on each container, as
discussed in gection B 3: [followed in the original by a list of what were,
in the original, the techniques of radiography, visual examination,
headspace gas sampling for volatile organic compounds (VOCs),
homogeneous solid waste sampling and analysis, and acceptable
knowledge; in the PMR's version, only radiography and visual
examination, with the Section 311 limitations]
These examples are representative of many other changes which appear to the EEG to be
forcing waste characterization requirements in the HWFP to abide by the confirmation
limitations established in Section 311. This ex post facto change of terminology is so
pervasive throughout the proposed WAP that the NMED may want to request that the
permittees provide a technical justification for each instance prior to approving it.

8.

Item 1 of the PMR's Table of Changes also offers the following definition:
Waste analysis is used when referring to the requirements of 40 CFR §
264.13 generally. Clarification of these terms is identified frequently
throughout the modification, but is not identified in this table in each
instance.
The "requirements of 40 CFR § 264.13" should be clearly stated. Part 264 is entitled
Standards for Owners and Operators of Hazardous Waste Treatment, Storage, and
Disposal Facilities, and thus applies to the WIPP. The principal requirement in Paragraph
13 is that before a disposal site operator treats, stores, or disposes of waste there must be
a detailed chemical and physical analysis of a representative sample of the waste. Note
that it is the operator, and not those that determine compliance of modifications with the
SWDA, on which the responsibility for performing these activities lies. Note also that it
is the waste that is managed at the facility, rather than the waste which is rejected, to
which this provision applies. A secondary requirement is that the chemical and physical
analysis must provide all the information necessary to treat, store, or dispose of the waste
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in conformance with RCRA requirements. These analyses must be repeated as necessary
to ensure that the information is accurate and up-to-date. A waste analysis plan
describing how these requirements will be met must be established, to include at least the
following information: the parameters of the waste to be analyzed, along with a rationale
explaining how these parameters will provide sufficient information on the waste' s
properties to comply with the requirements; the sampling method for obtaining
representative samples; the test methods to be used to test for the parameters establishe:d;
the frequency at which the sampling will be reviewed or repeated; and the information
off-site facilities have agreed to supply.

Note the principal requirement under 40 CFR 264.13 includes a detailed chemical
analysis. A chemical analysis is an analytical laboratory process used to determine the
chemical constituents of a sample. Subparagraph (a)(2) states that this requirement "may
include" data developed under 40 CFR 261, or other documented data-the implication
being that this other data should include a detailed chemical analysis, or a detailed
chemical analysis would still need to be performed.

The principal requirement under 40 CFR 264.13 also includes a detailed physical
analysis. This analysis is to be of the waste treated, stored, or disposed of, not that which
is rejected.

The WIPP HWFP has utilized what may be a unique process for meeting these
requirements. The "off-site facilities" supply all of the information; since little, if any,
waste analysis information is available, the "detailed chemical and physical analysis" has
been specified in the WIPP WAP, and no updating of the information is required because
the analyses usually take place just prior to shipment of the waste. The parameters of
interest are listed in Section B-2 of the WAP, and the sampling and test methods for these
parameters are also described in the WAP (usually referencing or adapting methods from
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the EPA's SW-846, Test Methods for Evaluating Wastes--Physical/Chemical Methods,, a
document created and maintained to guide waste analyses under the RCRA). 1

The EEG believes that compliance with 40 CFR 264.13 can only be exhibited when the
permittees can demonstrate that a detailed chemical and physical analysis of a
representative sample of each waste stream has been performed. Since this PMR
eliminates all chemical analysis previously required, and limits physical analysis to
determining what is not in the waste rather than what is, the EEG suggests that a
provision be inserted into the HWFP to the effect that the WIPP shall receive no wastes
for which a detailed chemical and physical analysis of a representative sample of the
waste has not been performed.

Module II (Waste Analysis):
9.

The PMR modifies Module 11.C.l.b of the HWFP to change the term "Waste
characterization sampling and analytical methods" to "Waste confirmation methods" in
two different statements (p. 11-3). The permittees have not provided an explanation for
this change (see comment above); 40 CFR 270.42(c)(l)(iii) requires an explanation as to
why the modification is needed.

These sorts of changes are made throughout the HWFP, and this same comment applies
to all of them. Without the explanation as to why the term "confirmation" is more
appropriate than (variously) "characterization sampling and analytical", "characterization
sampling" (p. 11-2) "sampling and analytical", "analytical', (p. 11-3), "characterization" (p.
B-4), "waste container characterization", "sampling and analysis" (p. B-5),
"characterization techniques" (p. B-9), "visual examination" (p. B-18), and "waste
1

The Abstract for SW-846 states "Test Methods for Evaluating Solid Waste, Physical/Chemical Methods
(SW-846) provides test procedures and guidance which are recommended for use in conducting the evaluations and
measurements needed to comply with the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), Public Law 94-580, as
amended. These methods are approved by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency for obtaining data to satisfy
the requirements of 40 CFR Parts 122 through 270 promulgated under RCRA,as amended. This manual presents the
state-of-the-art in routine analytical tested adapted for the RCRA program. It contains procedures for field and
laboratory quality control, sampling, determining hazardous constituents in wastes, determining the hazardous
characteristics of wastes (toxicity, ignitability, reactivity, and corrosivity), and for determining physical properties of
wastes. It also contains guidance on how to select appropriate methods."
EEG Comments Section 311 PMR
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analyses" (p. B-27), none of these changes appear to be anything more than an after-thcfact attempt to change HWFP terminology to match a term used in Section 31 l(a).

The EEG recommends that the original terminology remain in place wherever the word
"confirmation" has been substituted for other terminology until the permittees provide a
sufficiently detailed, and acceptable, explanation for the changes.

10.

The PMR modifies Module II.C.1.b to eliminate a requirement to follow the EPA's SW846 when analytical requirements are not specified in the HWFP' s Attachment B 1. The
permittees have not provided a justification for this change, which is not addressed by
Section 311 of PL 108-137; 40 CFR 270.42(c)(l)(iii) requires an explanation as to why
the modification is needed. One inference is that the permittees no longer believe that
analytical requirements are needed; the requirements of 40 CFR 264.13 make it obvious
that they may be needed in those cases where the detailed chemical and physical analysis
of the waste is not already available. The EEG believes the requirement to use analytical
methods from SW-846 when analytical requirements are not specified in Attachment 1
should be retained.

Also eliminated from Module II.C. l is a requirement that sites must demonstrate that new
methods are at least equivalent to methods already in place before using them. This
elimination also is not explained as required by 40 CFR 270.42(c)(1 )(iii). The EEG
believes that the requirement should be retained.

11.

The proposed Module II.C. l .d changes a requirement that all waste characterization
activities comply with quality assurance objectives (QAOs) in the W AP to only those for
which the W AP contains requirements. The PMR' s Table of Changes states (p. 11) that
the "change is needed to eliminate the use of methods other than radiography or visual
examination as waste confirmatory methods consistent with Section 31 l(a)." Section
31 l(a) only addresses what can be accepted as confirmation methods, not where WAP
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QA Os are to be applied. The permittees do not appear to have provided an acceptable
explanation for this change.

12.

This PMR modifies Module II.C. l .d to change the requirement from "review, validate,
and verify all analytical data" to one which requires the same for confirmation data. The
permittees have not provided a justification for this change, which is not one addressed by
Section 311 of PL 108-137. 40 CFR 270.42(c)(l)(iii) requires an explanation as to why
the modification is needed. It may be that there are other changes from the word
"analytical" to "confirmation" in this PMR; if so, the rationale for all of these would need
to be explained.

13.

The PMR modifies Module II.C.1.d to change the requirement to "identify, document and
report all nonconformances and operational variances" by dropping the "operational
variances" term from the phrase. The permittees have not provided a justification for this
change, which is not addressed by Section 311 of PL 108-137; 40 CFR 270.42(c)(l)(iii)
requires an explanation as to why the modification is needed. The EEG believes that
reporting of operational variances during waste characterization activities provides a
check on the quality of these activities, and should be continued.

14.

This PMR eliminates those portions of the Module II Attachment List that refer back to
the permit application (pp. II-17 and II-18). For example, Attachment E, "Preparedness
and Prevention," currently states that it was " ... modified from WIPP RCRA Part B Permit
Application, "Procedures on Prevent Hazards" (Chapter F)." The information in quotes
was removed in this PMR. The Table of Changes states that "This change is needed to
provide consistency within the HWFP" (p. 11 ). However, no changes to Attachment E
are included in the PMR, and thus it still remains an attachment modified from the pennit
application's Chapter F. These references to the permit application have been useful in
the past, and will likely be so in the future. The EEG believes the permittees have
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provided no acceptable reason for deleting these references, and recommends that they be
retained in the HWFP.

Alternately, the permittees could provide a reference to the supporting documents that are
believed to provide the basis for the HWFP Appendices.

This same comment applies to the permit attachments listed at the end of Module IV in
this PMR (p. IV-15).

Module IV (Geologic Repository Disposal):
15. This PMR changes Module IV.B.1.a so that the phrase " ... waste shall be characterized to
comply with ... " is altered to " ... waste shall meet the analysis requirements of' the waste
analysis plan (p. IV-2). The permittees' informal explanation of this change is that "This
change is needed for consistency with the definition of characterization and confirmation"
(Table of Changes, p. 11 ). The EEG, in a previous comment, expressed the opinion that
the NMED should not accept the definitions change for characterization and confirmation
expressed in Item 1 of the PMR's Table of Changes (p. 10). This is not a change
addressed by Section 311 of PL 108-13 7.

Similarly, the specific prohibition in Module IV.B.2.b that non-mixed TRU waste is not
to be disposed of at WIPP unless it has been "characterized" in accordance with the WAP
is changed to "meets the requirements" of the WAP. The permittees also did not provide
an acceptable explanation for this modification-in the Table of Changes, in the
introductory material Section 3.0 that formally addresses explanations for modifications,
or at the point where the modification is made.

16.

This PMR changes Module IV.D.1 from stating that "any single room within an
Underground HWDU shall not exceed" HWFP Table IV.D.1 limits to "the closed room
adjacent to an open (active) room within" a HWDU. The PMR's Table of Changes states
(p. 11) that "This change is needed to implement the repository VOC monitoring
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requirements of Section 311 (b). " However, Section 311 (b) specifies the following, which
would seem to imply all the waste-containing rooms in an active panel, not just the room
adjacent to the active room, are to be monitored:
Compliance with the disposal room performance standards of the W AP
shall be demonstrated exclusively by monitoring airborne volatile organic
compounds in underground disposal rooms in which waste has been
emplaced until panel closure.
The NMED may want to consider whether all rooms within any open panel (HWDU),
including the active room, should continue to be assessed for compliance with the limits
in Table IV.D.1 of the HWFP.

Similar wording appears in the added Modules IV.F.2.g and IV.F.2.h (pp. IV-10 and IV11), and these sections should also be changed if the wording for Module IV.D.1 is
amended to address rooms other than "the closed room adjacent to an open (active)
room."

17.

This PMR eliminates the column ofHWFP Table IV.D.1 entitled "VOC Room-Based
Emission Rate Limit (mole/room/year)" (p. IV-5). The Table of Changes justifies this by
stating that (p. 12):
This method of determining potential emissions is not relevant without the
accompanying container VOC concentrations. Section 311 (b) requires
that compliance with disposal room performance standards be
demonstrated exclusively through monitoring VOCs, thereby eliminating
the measurement and use of container headspace concentrations for this
purpose.
Note that the column was based on moles per room per year, not per container. The
NMED may want to consider requiring that room monitoring should also calculate
emission rates within the room for the nine compounds listed in Table IV.D.1.
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The permittee's explanation for the change does not appear to relate to Section 311, as it
is still possible to calculate room emission rates from monitoring, rather than drum
headspace, data. The permittees should be required to supply a more appropriate
explanation for this deletion-the EEG suggests that the "action level" process specified in
the added Module IV.F.2.h might be considered a replacement for emission rate limits
that is more workable.

The title of Table IV.D.1 is also changed from "VOC Room-Based Limits" to "Disposal
Room Performance Standards." The PMR's Table of Changes (p. 12) states that this
change may have been made to "align the title of the table with Section 311 (b). " The
exact language of PL 108-13 7 Section 311 (b) does, indeed, address "compliance with
disposal room standards." However, Section 31 l(b) does not require a title change, and
Module IV .D.1 still describes the values in the Table as "limits" rather than "performance
standards." The EEG recommends that the original title be retained, so as to ensure that
the essential message of the Table-that VOC values are not to exceed those specified in
the Table--is not lost.

18.

This PMR alters part of Module IV.D.2 as follows (p. IV-5):
The Permittees shall confirm the VOC concentration and emission rate
limits identified in Permit Condition IV .D .1 using the follov1ing
proeedures:VOC Monitoring Plan.
The process used will no longer be a confirmation; instead it will determine the VOC
measurement concentrations, in accordance with PL 108-13 7 Section 311 (b). The quoted
text should be changed to reflect that difference. This comment also applies to Module
IV.F.2.a (p. IV-8), which also was not changed to reflect that monitoring no longer
confirms compliance of disposal room airborne VOCs but now is the exclusive
measurement used. The changes at IV.F.2.b, IV.F.2.c, and IV.F.2.d, where the term
"Confirmatory" is introduced into the titles of these sections by this PMR should also be
changed.
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The "VOC Monitoring Plan" is apparently Attachment N to the HWFP, which has been
re-titled "Volatile Organic Compound Monitoring Plan" in this PMR, and should be so
identified at Module IV.D.2, as this is the first use of the term in the HWFP.

19.

This PMR deletes Module IV .D .2. b, which requires that the permittees allow the NMED
to " ... have the capability of generating a report from the WWIS database, or equivalent..."
for identifying the average concentrations and emission rates from VOCs (p. IV-5).
While the initial intent was to base the database report on headspace gas information, the
same information can be obtained by the monitoring program. The permittees provide no
rationale for deleting the requirement for the report and associated database.

The ability to retrieve data into a report fills in the gaps between the annual reports the
permittees are required to submit elsewhere in the proposed Module IV. The NMED may
want to consider whether the NMED' s ability to create such a report, and the database
from which the report is to be drawn, should still be maintained, before deleting this
requirement from the HWFP.

20.

This PMR creates a Section IV.F .. 2.e, which in part states in reference to the disposal
room VOC monitoring, that "The plan shall be implemented until initiation of panel
closure activities (i.e., installation of ventilation barriers in the panel access drifts)" (p.
IV-I 0). This should be specified for each panel used, not just a single panel-perhaps the
easiest method to do so would be by adding the word "each" in front of the word "pam:l"
in the sentence.

21.

The added Table IV.F.2.g, Action Levels for Disposal Room Monitoring (pp. IV-10 and
11 ), is belied by the added statement in Module IV .F .2.h (p. IV -11) that action is to be
taken when monitored values have "reached a concentration of one half of the action
levels" in the Table. The action levels should be established at the values at which action
is to be taken (in this case, an increased rate of monitoring).
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The action levels specified in the Table are 95% of the allowed maximum in Table
IV.D.l. When samples indicate these levels have been reached then the room in question
is abandoned, ventilation barriers are installed for the current "active" room, and waste:
emplacement is moved to the next room. Under the process currently specified in this
PMR, the room in question would cease to be monitored. Thus there would be no
method of determining if the room exceeded the room-based limits in Table IV.D.1.
While the need to establish this fact is not clear, the explanation supplied in this PMR
("This change will provide the NMED with information necessary to evaluate compliance
with the VOC monitoring program" in the Table of Changes, p. 13) is insufficient to
justify the change.

If the process is to be changed, the permittees need to explain how the limits now in use
were derived, why only one room needs to be monitored, why 95% of the room-based
limit is a valid action limit, why actions are prescribed at half the action limit, and other
factors that relate to the proposed modifications. Without this information substantive
assessment of the proposed modification cannot be performed by the public, or by the
NMED. A complete rationale for the room-based limits and the process used to assess
them would be a useful tool. A document referenced by Attachment N that may provide
some of this information (WRES's Technical Evaluation Report for WIPP Room-Based

VOC Monitoring) should have been included as a part of the explanation for why these
modifications were needed.

Attachment B (Waste Analysis Plan):
22.

This PMR modifies the Introduction to Attachment B, Waste Analysis Plan, by stating
that the W AP "implements the requirements of Section 311 of Public Law 108-13 7" (p.
B-1 ). The PMR' s Table of Changes states as an explanation for this change that it
"Identifies Section 311 of Pub. L. 108-13 7 as the driver for the W AP." While Section
311 directs the DOE to " ... file a permit modification to the Waste Analysis Plan... " it does
not specify what is to be in the WAP, or in the permit modification that the DOE is
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required to submit. The "driver" for the W AP remains 40 CFR 264.13(b) as an included
component in the New Mexico Administrative Code.

The PMR also adds the statement that "Methods for compliance with the disposal room
performance standards are located in Attachment N" (p. B-1). The Waste Analysis Plan
is concerned with waste characterization, not disposal room performance standards (or,,
more properly, disposal room VOC limits), and thus this statement is not only
superfluous but unwarranted. The NMED may want to consider removing these proposed
additions to the Attachment B Introduction, as the inclusion of these statements does not
add materially useful or necessary information to this section-and both statements are
based on incorrect assumptions.

23.

This PMR also modifies the Introduction to Attachment B by deleting the distinction
between retrievably stored waste and newly-generated waste (p. B-2). The explanation
for this deletion provided in the Table of Changes is that "This distinction is no longer
important because the characterization and confirmation methods are the same for all
TRU mixed wastes, regardless of the time of waste generation." This PMR provides no
other explanation for deleting the distinction; Section 311 of PL 108-13 7 only addressc:s
confirmation processes, and the now-unrelated issue of disposal room VOC
concentrations. There is a well-documented difference in the types and quality of data for
retrievably stored wastes as compared to the data currently being provided. The NMED
may want to request that the permittees provide a more appropriate explanation before
dropping the distinction.

24.

This PMR additionally modifies the Introduction to Attachment B to eliminate the use of
Waste Matrix Code Groups, which are currently used to group waste streams "by physical
and chemical properties of the waste" (p. B-2). The EEG addressed the deletion of
WMCs in an earlier comment.
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25.

The PMR also modifies the Introduction to Attachment B to state that "Waste
confirmation for TRU waste to be stored or disposed at WIPP shall be limited to those set
forth in Section 311 of PL 108-137 ... " (p. B-4). Section 311 requires only that "for
purposes of determining compliance" that the confirmatory techniques listed be limitedthat is, only for the NMED's disposition activities on this PMR. Since it may be
necessary to perform additional confirmation activities in order to address 40 CFR
264.13(a)(l) it would seem to be counter-productive to include this statement in the
WAP, as it would preclude acceptance of the data from these other confirmation
activities, and thus shipment of the waste. The EEG believes the quoted statement should
not be included in the HWFP, and recommends its deletion.

The EEG also notes that the permittee's representative at the February 17, 2004 public
meeting on this PMR held in Carlsbad stated that the PMR did not prevent use of other
waste characterization/confirmation techniques. This statement quoted from Attachment
B above does not appear to be in agreement with the representative's expressed
viewpoint.

The EEG believes that a better approach to the process would be for the HWFP to
emphasize that statistically representative subpopulations of the waste are to undergo
either radiography or visual examination.

26.

The Introduction to the proposed WAP (Attachment B) is modified to change the
requirement for radiography to be recorded on audio/video tape to "video/audio media'''(p.
B-7), and this is repeated throughout the W AP. Audio/video tape was originally specified
in part because of the difficulty involved in altering image and sound on it. The NMED
should assess whether this is still necessary before approving of these modifications. The
permittees do not provide any substantive explanation for this change; the PMR's Table
of Changes only states that the change is being made (p. 18).
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27. Section B-ld of the proposed WAP contains several new references to other sections of
the W AP which are erroneous. For example, the first paragraph states "The required
WSPF information and the Characterization Information Summary elements are found in
Section B3-7b(l) and Section B3-7b(2)." In this PMR Section B3-7b is titled
"Reconciliation at the Permittee Level", and there are no Sections B3-7b(l) and B3-7b(2),
as Section B3-8 follows immediately after Section B3-7b (p. B3-34). Similarly, there is
no Section B3-5c, even though it is referenced in the third paragraph of Section B-1 d (see
pp. B3-22 and B3-23). The PMR's Table of Changes notes that "The reader is provided
the new section references as changes were made to topical areas" (p. 18). The EEG also
(randomly) looked at other references changed in the PMR's version of permit text for the
W AP, and did not find any that appeared to match the topical area under consideration.

28.

Section B-2, Waste Parameters, of the proposed WAP replaces a listing of waste
parameters and simply references the TSDF-WAC. The TSDF-WAC are not parameters
of the waste to be disposed of at the WIPP-they are waste characteristics which prohibit
the waste in which they occur from being stored or disposed at the WIPP. The function
of the W AP, according to 40CFR264.13(b), is to describe the procedures used to obtain a
detailed chemical and physical analysis of a representative sample of the wastes that are
being stored and disposed at facilities such as the WIPP-not the waste that is rejected.

The TSDF-WAC is also in Module II ( at II. C.3) of the HWFP, and is thus not a part of
the W AP (Attachment B to the HWFP). 40CFR264.13(b)(1) clearly states that the
parameters for which the waste is to be analyzed are to be specified in the W AP. It is not
apparent that referencing another document is sufficient to meet this requirement.

The parameters that are replaced include the principal activities that are supported by the
remaining activities in the PMR's WAP-"Confirmation of physical form and exclusion of
prohibited items specified in Section B-lc". The permittees provide no rationale for
deleting this parameter. The EEG recommends that the NMED continue to include these
parameters in the W AP.
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The deleted parameters also include toxicity characteristic contaminants (40 CFR 261.24
Table 1), listed toxic wastes (§261.31), and the hazardous constituents listed in §261
Appendix VIII. The apparent explanation for these deletions in the PMR's Table of
Changes states that the change "Deletes analytical parameters for confirmation methods
not allowed by Section 311." However, Section 311 of P.L. 108-137 does not prohibit
confirmation methods-it specifies only that, for purposes of determining this PMR's
compliance with the SWDA, a limited group of confirmation methods that are to be
considered sufficient for determining compliance with the Solid Waste Disposal Act.
There is no indication in Section 311 that the regulations regarding toxic or other
hazardous wastes are not to be addressed by the W AP. The EEG recommends that the
NMED continue to include these parameters in the WAP.

29.

The PMR's Section B-3, originally titled Waste Characterization Methods but changed in
the PMR to Waste Analysis Methods, deletes the waste characterization methods that can
be used to identify and list hazardous wastes without replacing them. The first sentence"The results of generator/storage sites' hazardous waste determination for TRU mixed
waste are documented in the acceptable knowledge record" (p. B-9) indicates that the
sites will be independently responsible for meeting 40 CFR 261 requirements. The data
quality objectives relating to hazardous waste identification and listing are also eliminated
(seep. B-4a(l)), as are verification requirements for waste characterization methods (see
p. B-22), and likely many more requirements elsewhere. The EEG is unsure that the sites
have a regulated process for identifying and listing hazardous waste other than the WIPP
HWFP (see the Attachment to these comments for more discussion). The NMED may
want to ensure that each of these sites will have a documented and approved WAP for
transuranic waste prior to approving of these deletions.

The EEG also notes that AK would be a Waste Analysis Method, according to the
definition supplied in the initial entry to the Table of Changes in this PMR (p. 10). Thc:re
is no discussion of AK as a waste analysis method in the PMR's Section B-3.
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30.

The proposed Section B-3 includes deletion of the following sentence: "Table B-6
provides a summary of the characterization requirements for TRU mixed waste" (p. B-9).
Table B-6 is also deleted. The PMR's Table of Changes apparently explains this as
"This change is needed to eliminate the use of methods other than radiography or VE as
waste confirmatory methods consistent with Section 311 (a)". Radiography and VE waste
characterization methods could still be included in the Table-as should the AK that the
proposed definition in this PMR proposes as the only waste characterization method. The
NMED should consider whether the Table, and this deleted statement, should still be
retained in the W AP, pending a useful explanation of their deletion from the permittees.

31.

In Section B-3(b) of this PMR, the statement that "The results ofradiography are verified
through visual examination of a statistically selected subpopulation of TRU mixed waste
containers in each TRU mixed waste summary category group ... " is eliminated.
Elimination of similar statements is continued throughout the PMR (see, for instance the
second paragraph on p. B-18). The permittees provide no explanation for this
modification other than Section 311 of PL 108-137. However, Section 31 l(a) clearly
states that confirmation of a statistically representative subpopulation by visual
examination is within the limits by which these proposed modifications can be assessed.
The NMED should at a minimum request that the permittees explain why this change is
necessary prior to approving this change. Since radiography results have been shown to
be inadequate in the past-the reason for the initial 11 % confirmation by visual
examination in the HWFP-the NMED may also wish to retain the requirement whatever
the explanation provided.

32.

The PMR deletes most of Section B-3c of the current HWFP (beginning p. B-14). The
deleted section contains the following statement concerning headspace gas sampling (p.
B-15):
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If the Permittees believe the frequency can be reduced in the future based
on trends in analytical results, they may provide technical arguments for
such a reduction and request a permit modification from NMED.

The permittees did submit such a permit modification for a small part of the waste, and it
was approved. The EEG believes that other portions of the wastes designated for WIPP
could have been considered under this provision. The EEG also notes that the DOE's
method of achieving this PMR's explanation of why the modification is needed appears
to be a rather unique contribution both to RCRA/SWDA processes and to compliance
with the Federal Facilities Compliance Act.

33.

Added to the PMR's Section B-3c is that "At a minimum, ten percent of waste containers
randomly selected from a TRU mixed waste stream or waste stream lot will be confirmed
by radiography and/or VE" (p. B-17). After any container is found in this 10% that does
not meet the limits imposed, 100% of the waste stream or waste stream lot must be
examined. The explanation for this in the Table of Changes is that "Section 311 (a)
requires that confirmation be applied to a subpopulation of containers" (p. 25).

The explanation is incorrect. Section 311 of P .L. 108-13 7 may not require any
confirmation whatsoever. Section 31 l(a) does state that for purposes of assessing
compliance of the proposed modifications with the SWDA and other laws, waste
confirmation for all waste received for storage and disposal is limited to a radiography or
visual examination of a "statistically representative subpopulation of the waste". Random
selection of 10% of each waste stream or waste stream lot may or may not provide the
statistically representative subpopulation; some debris waste streams are diverse enough
that examination of 50% or more of the waste containers may not be sufficient. The
permittees have provided no evidence in support of the implicit contention that 10% of
the waste stream or lot containers will supply a statistically representative subpopulation.

The EEG believes that documentation justifying the statistically representative
subpopulation may need to be supplied for each waste stream. The NMED may want to
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establish a baseline of 10% examination for all waste streams, but require additional
documentation that ensures that for each waste stream the number of containers examined
will provided a statistically valid population representativeness, as required by Section
311. The NMED may also want to consider requiring that this documentation be
reviewed and approved at the permittee level (or at the NMED level) prior to storage or
disposal at the WIPP.

34.

The proposed Section B-4a(2) adds a quality assurance objective for representativeness,
defined as follows: "Representativeness expresses the degree to which data represents
characteristics of a population." The definition supplied by the permittees QA program
differs somewhat from the definition established by the permittee's quality assurance
program-"The degree to which data accurately and precisely represent a characteristic of a
population, a parameter, variations at a sampling point, or environmental conditions"
(CBFO QAPD Glossary; WTS's QAPD Section 4.5.C). Lack of coordination with the
permittee's quality programs continues to be a part of WIPP permittee PMRs. Since the
word "parameter" more closely aligns with both the permittee's QA programs and 40
CFR 264.13(b), The EEG recommends that the word "characteristics" be changed to
"parameter", and the words "of interest" be added after the word "characteristics".

35.

The PMR deletes the Section B-4a(3), Sample Control, that is in the current WAP. Since
either the 10 % of the waste proposed by this PMR, or the statistically representative
subpopulation of the waste suggested by the EEG, will be samples, the NMED may want
to consider retaining this Section, or a modified version of it, in the HWFP.

36.

The proposed Section B-4a(3) states in part that "The Permittees shall perform audits of
the generator/storage sites waste confirmation characterization programs, as implemented
by the generator/storage site QAPjP ... " (p. B-21). The same change is made elsewhere in
the proposed Section. Attachment B-5 as modified in this PMR requires the site QAPjPs
to address both characterization and confirmation activities (seep. B5-1); the permittee
audit program should also address both.
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Until there is some assurance that waste identification and listing is properly regulated,
the audit program should continue to address the characterization portion of
generator/storage site activity also. The portion of this Section relating to analytical
laboratories has been eliminated; the NMED may want to consider retaining that section
also.

37.

The proposed Section B-4a(5) states "Once required confirmation has been completed for
a waste stream or waste stream lot, the Site Project Manager will submit to the permittces
a WSPF accompanied by the Characterization Information Summary...... ". As described
in the PMR's Sections B3-8b(l) and B3-8b(2) (see pp. B3-36 and B3-37), neither the
WSPF nor the Characterization Information Summary contain waste characterization
information, they contain only confirmation information. A WSPF should not be
submitted until waste characterization information-including a detailed chemical and
physical analysis of a representative sample of the waste, as required by 40 CFR
264.13(a)(l)-has also been obtained, and reported with the form.

38.

The proposed Section B-4a(6) changes a requirement as follows: "All records relevant to
an enforcement action under this Permit ... shall be maintained at the generator/storage site
until NMED determines they are no longer needed for enforcement action ... " (p. B-23).
While it may not be necessary to keep them at the originating site, the NMED should
ensure that the NMED is made aware of where these records are located at all times until
they are released from the provision.

The Section also changes the records to be kept to only those related to the limited
activities specified in this PMR-that is, those mis-identified as "characterization" and
"confirmation". The NMED may want to examine the Section closely to determine if
other records should be included under its requirements.

Attachment Bl (Waste Characterization Sampling Methods):
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39.

Section B1-3b(l) of the PMR (p. B1-25) adds radiography training requirements deleted
from Section Bl-lb (p. B1-24). However, the original requirement was that
radiographers were to be trained to "waste material parameters expected to be found in
each Waste Matrix Code Group"; the added requirement only specifies site-specific waste
material parameters. The difference could be crucial in comparing a container's contents
with the waste stream description. Similar changes are made for VE (p. B1-28). The
NMED may want to consider retaining the requirement for training to include WMPs for
WMCs.

40.

The PMR's Section bl-lb(2), On-the-Job Training (for radiography) deletes several
requirements without providing any explanation (the PMR's Table of Changes simply
states " ... to be consistent with the changes in this PMR" on p. 28). For example, the
former "Identification of prohibited items" becomes simply "Identification of liquids and
compressed gases" (p. B 1-25). Indicators of other prohibited items might also be found
in waste containers-and the other parameters dropped (identification of packaging
configurations and WMPs, and weight/volume estimation) are necessary for radiography
to provide what might be considered a detailed physical analysis of the waste as required
by 40 CFR 264.13(a)(l).

The same deletions are made in the proposed B 1-2b for visual examination. The NMED
may want to continue to include some or all of these OJT requirements in radiography
training. If so, then the performance requirement on p. B 1-26 should also be changed to
reflect the required training.

The Section also changes the requirement for training test drums from one which requires
the test drums to represent WMCs for a waste stream to one which requires the training
drums to be representative only of the waste stream. No specific explanation of this
change is provided. The NMED may want to continue to require that WMCs be fully
represented in test drums for radiography OJT testing.
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41.

The PMR' s Section B 1-2, Visual Examination, eliminates a requirement for the visual
examination, that "contents shall be verified directly by visual examination of the wast,e
container contents" (p. B1-27). While this change will be of benefit to the AMWTP, it is
not related to Section 311 of PL 108-13 7 and no other explanation is provided. The
NMED may want to request that the permittees provide explanatory information or insert
a provision for updating the NMED on the location of these records prior to approving
this portion of the PMR.

42.

The PMR's Section B1-2a, Method Requirements (for VE), states that in cases where the
contents of inner bags cannot be seen, " ... documented acceptable knowledge may be used
to confirm the waste stream description" (p. B 1-27). This would not be a confirmation;
acceptable knowledge is what VE is supposed to verify. This circular logic-AK indicates
the waste is not hazardous, and we have verified that this AK is correct by using AKmight have some validity ifthere are multiple indications in the AK that the waste is not
hazardous. For example, if SOPs state clearly that no pressurized containers are to be
placed in the waste, and a waste packaging form has a block titled Pressurized Containers
checked "No" or "None", then there might be considered to be some verification. The
NMED should, at a minimum, request that the permittees explain how AK can be used to
verify AK.

43.

Several times in the PMR the text is changed to make radiography "quantitative", rather
than "semi-quantitative". For instance, the proposed Section B1-2a changes one sentence
as follows: "The visual examination shall consist of quantitative and /or qualitative
evaluation ... " (p. B1-27). Since there will be no quantitation whatsoever under the
programs described for VE and radiography in this document, the EEG believes including
"semi-quantitative" to be erroneous. However, the NMED may want to have the
permittees explain how VE and radiography are "quantitative" prior to approving of the
use of the term in this context.
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44.

The proposed Section Bl-2b(2) deletes a requirement for homogeneous waste that a
limited VE can be performed when radiography is also performed, should "the expert"
deem it useful (p. B 1-28). Since even limited VE is a qualitatively superior method to
radiography, the NMED may want to retain this requirement.

Attachment B2 (Statistical Methods):

45.

Attachment B2, Statistical Methods Used in Sampling and Analysis, is entirely deleted in
this PMR. As noted in previous comments the waste containers selected for radiography
and/or visual examination would seem to require a statistical method for ensuring that a
statistically representative subpopulation of the waste is obtained. The EEG has also
recommended that a statistically controlled visual examination process be used to verify
radiography. While these processes need not be in a separate Attachment they should
nevertheless be a part of the HWFP.

Attachment B3 (QAOs and Validation Techniques):

46.

This PMR deletes the data usability criteria from Section B3-1 (see pp. B3-4 and B3-5)
without replacing them. These criteria were a part of the definition of comparability,
which is redefined within the new section B3-1. The EEG suggests the NMED may want
to consider continuing the use of criteria for data usability, particularly for the acceptable
knowledge comparability DQO. Note that the permittees retained a requirement for
assessment of AK information usability a part of the completeness DQO in Section B3--5.

47.

The proposed Section B3-2, Radiography Quality Assurance Objectives (QAOs), offers
new QAOs that do not always meet the (also new) definitions found in Section B3-1. In
any case, these proposed QA Os do not appear to be either meaningful or appropriate. For
example, the radiography QAO for precision does not provide a " ... measure of the mutual
agreement among multiple measurements" (p. B3-1 ), but appears to allow adjustment of
the multiple measurements to negotiate a common value: "Precision is maintained by
reconciling any discrepancies between two radiography operators ... " (P. B3-12). This is
a process for correcting poor precision, but is not one that establishes precision, or
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provides an quality objective to be met. A QAO for radiography precision could be
something along the lines of, "Radiography examinations of a waste container by
different operators will find the same prohibited items with 100% accuracy, waste
material parameters with 90% accuracy, and produce estimates of the weights of each
waste material parameter with 50% accuracy".

Section B3-1 also contains the statement that "If the QAOs described below are
not met, then corrective action will be taken". This statement is useless unless the
Quality Assurance Objectives are written to establish a data entity that can be
evaluated.

Other proposed radiography "QAOs" suffer a range of inadequacies. Part of the accuracy
QAO is written for training drums, not for the accuracy of the data reported on the actual
waste; the other part addresses how the radiographic image is tuned, again not the
accuracy of the actual waste data reported. The representativeness QAO describes how
representativeness is "assured", without establishing criteria for what that means. It als:o
assumes that "random sampling" -the method by which representativeness is supposedly
assured--automatically "expresses the degree to which data represent characteristics of a
population". This would be true only if the parameters of interest are randomly
distributed in the waste. The QAO for completeness-100% of radiographed containers
are to have a visual/audio recording--might be considered acceptable if quality parameters
of the visual/audio recording were also specified. The comparability DQO once again
addresses how the DQO is to be "enhanced", rather than establishing the criteria that must
be met for the data to be considered comparable.

The proposed Section B3-3 establishes similarly defective QAOs for visual examination,
and the same is true in the proposed Section B3-5 for acceptable knowledge. Precision,
accuracy, representativeness, completeness and comparability are data quality
characteristics that can be formulated into QAOs, but these characteristics are not
necessarily the appropriate ones, or the only ones, that can provide assurance of data
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quality for the waste parameters. The EEG recommends that the NMED require the
permittees to establish data quality objectives that are meaningful and appropriate prior to
including them into any version of the HWFP.

48.

There is no proposed Section B3-4 in this PMR. The EEG recommends that the
following sections be renumbered to create a continuous numbering system in Section
B3.

49.

The proposed Section B3-6a deletes a requirement that "All field and laboratory records
must be maintained as specified in Table B-7 of Attachment B" (Table B-7 is renumbered
as Table B-1 in this PMR). No explanation for this deletion is supplied in the PMR's
Table of Changes. Since the requirement would seem to apply to the radiography, VE,
and AK records, the EEG recommends that this requirement be retained in the HWFP.

50.

The proposed Section B3-6b(2) modifies a requirement for the Site Project Manager's
review of data as follows: "Verify that data are v1ithin established assessment criteria and
meet all applicable QAOs DQOs (Section B3-1)" (p. B3-30). No explanation for either
of these changes is provided in this PMR. This modification is unrelated to any part of
Section 311, and greatly changes the requirement. This PMR also attempts to establish a
"DQO", not "DQOs"-and a DQO is considerably different than a QAO. The EEG
recommends that the initial language be retained in the HWFP.

51.

The proposed Section B3-6c deletes a requirement that the permittees are to, as a part of
the WSPF verification, verify "Waste Matrix Code Group, Summary Category Groups"
(p. B3-31). No explanation for this change is provided in the PMR. The EEG
recommends that the current inclusion of these terms be retained.

52.

The proposed Section B3-7a, Reconciliation at the Project Level, deletes requirements for
the Site Project Manager to determine if " ... the variability of the data set is small enough
to provide the required confidence in the results", and if" ... a sufficient number of valid
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data points have been determined (as established by the associated completeness rate for
each sampling and analytical process)" (p. B3-32). The PMR's Table of Changes states
that "This change is needed to eliminate the use of methods other than radiography or VE
as waste confirmatory methods" (p. 38). The EEG believes there should be a
determination at some level that the completeness QAOs have been met, and that there
can be confidence in the data derived from the low variability of the results. The EEG
recommends that these deleted sentences be retained.

53.

The proposed Section B3-8b(l) deletes requirements that Waste Stream Profile Forms
are to include the Waste Matrix Code Group and the applicable TRUCON codes for the
waste stream (p. B3-36). The PMR provides no explanation for these deletions. The
EEG recommends that both be retained as a part of the WSPF requirements.

54.

The proposed Section Be-8b(2) deletes several required elements for the Characterization
Information Summary associated with WSPFs. Again, no explanation is provided in the
PMR for their deletion. While some of these should have been rewritten to eliminate
specific references to confirmation techniques no longer used, the same kind of
information-ID numbers for samples that were used to establish hazardous waste
numbers, assignment ofTRUCON codes and Waste Matrix Codes, and other such
information should still appear in the Characterization Information Summary.

Attachment B4 (AK):
55.

The proposed Section B4-1 alters a use of AK as follows: "Radiography and/or visual
examination... are used to acquire supplemental confirm that the waste sampling and
analysis data ... " meet(~) the requirements of the WAP (p. B4-1 ). While Section 311 of
PL 108-13 7 limits confirmation of the waste by these techniques, it does not address
obtaining supplemental waste characterization data during the same process. Thus, the
PMR does not appear to provide an explanation for this change. The EEG recommends
that the original language be retained.
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56.

The proposed Section B4-1 eliminates the following sentence: "Sampling and analysis
includes radiography [and] visual examination [headspace gas and homogeneous
sampling and analysis]" (p. B4-1). The PMR's Table of Changes addresses this by
stating that it eliminates other methods than radiography and visual examination
" ... consistent with Section 31 l(a)" (p. 40). Radiography and visual examination are still
sampling and analysis techniques, and the explanation for the change does not address
this fact. The EEG recommends the pertinent part of the original HWFP language be
retained.

57.

The proposed Section B4-2b changes a requirement so that minimal waste processing
information will include " ... data obtained during packaging or repackaging of TRU mixed
waste that later undergoes confirmation under this WAP ... " (P. B4-4). The PMR's Table
of Changes states "The [sic; statement?] refers to VE or radiography information that is
collected outside the WP A [sic; W AP] compliance program" (p. 41 ). The change places
the data outside of the W AP, then the Table of Changes explains the change is necessary
because packaging and repackaging data is "outside of the WAP".

Circular logic notwithstanding, AK information normally includes much information that
is not in the W AP compliance program-providing it meets the requirements for
qualification as "acceptable" knowledge. The EEG recommends that the phrase
"confirmation under this W AP" be dropped from this modification.

58.

The proposed Section B4-2b changes a requirement that the permittees obtain
"Procedures for identifying and assigning the physical waste form (i.e., Summary
Category Group of the waste stream" (p. B4-4). The original text is much closer to that in
40 CFR 264.13(a)(l), and the addition of the parenthetical phrase is overly reductive.
The EEG recommends that the original language be maintained.

59.

The proposed Section B4-2b changes another requirement that permittees obtain from the
generator/storage site procedures that (p. B4-4):
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... ensure radiography and visual examination include a list of prohibited
items that the operator shall verify are not present in each container of
v,raste (e.g., identify liquids exceeding TDF-WAC limits, corrosi11es,
ignitables, reactives, and incompatible wastes) and compressed gases
The PMR' s Table of Contents states the change is to remain "consistent with the
language of Attachment B-3b" (p. 42). There is no "Attachment B-3b"; the PMR's
Section B-3b states that "Radiography or visual examination will be used ... to confirm the
waste contains no ignitable, corrosive, or reactive waste" (p. B-13). The prohibited items
eliminated by this change are those listed in Section 311 of PL 108-13 7 as those that, for
purposes of determining compliance of this PMR with the Solid Waste Disposal Act, can
be confirmed by radiography or VE for a statistically representative subpopulation. The
EEG recommends that the original text be retained.

60.

The proposed Section B4-2b eliminates the following sentence: "Procedures shall also
describe the criteria for selecting either radiography or VE to ensure there is
documentation and adequate justification for the process selected" (p. B4-5). This PMR
provides no explanation for dropping the sentence. The EEG sees no reason for dropping
this requirement, and recommends that the NMED continue to include it in the HWFP.

61.

The PMR's Section B4-3b, Acceptable Knowledge Assembly, Compilation, and
Confirmation Procedures and Required Administrative Controls, deletes much of a list of
minimum baseline requirements that site specific procedures are to include to ensure
consistency and comparability of hazardous waste determinations (pp. B4-7 and B4-8).
The Table of Changes states that a "generic statement" in another section covers the
issue, and that section also " ... requires the identification of applicable hazardous waste
numbers .... " Neither of these explanatory statements address the issue of consistency and
comparability. The EEG recommends that the lengthy deleted portion be retained.

62.

The PMR's Section B4-3d, Requirements for Confirmation of Acceptable Knowledge
Information, contains an added paragraph (p. B4-10) that is an exact copy of a portion of
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Section B-3(c) (p. B-17). Such duplications are unnecessary-one or the other should
simply reference the other version.

63.

The PMR's Section B4-3e, Acceptable Knowledge Quality Assurance Objectives, deletes
the following sentence: "Analytical results will be used to confirm the characterization of
wastes based on acceptable knowledge" (p. B4-13). The explanation provided in the
PMR' s Table of Changes is that "Reference to sampling and analysis deleted since this
portion of the permit is deleted" (p. 52). Radiography and visual examination are still
waste analysis processes, and the selection of containers for these activities will be a
sampling process-sampling and analysis still will take place, and can still be used to
confirm characterization of the waste. While the sentence is perhaps not necessary, the
misinterpretation of what "sampling and analysis" is may be a problem in this PMR.

Attachment B6 (Audit and Surveillance Program)
64.

The changes in the proposed Section B6-1 eliminate much more than is justified by
Section 311 of PL 108-13 7, and the permittees have not addressed these issues with any
other explanation other than to state that "Attachment B6 has been updated to reflect the
proposed changes in this PMR" (p. 56). The permittees have not provided an explanation
as required by 40 CFR 270.42(c)(l)(iii) for many of these changes, and few of them
appear to be technically justified. For example, the first change in Section B6-1 is to a
checklist question (question 3, p. B6-12), which asks if the generator/storage sites have
procedures which assign Waste Matrix Code Groups to each waste stream. As noted in a
previous EEG comment, this is one of the few aspects of the transuranic waste
characterization process that helps to establish the detailed physical analysis of a
representative portion of the waste required by 40 CFR 264.13(a)(l). Assignment of
Waste Matrix Codes is not an issue with Section 311. As with many of the other changes
in these checklists and throughout this PMR, there is neither a technical explanation nor a
legal one for the modification.
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65.

The proposed Section N-3b, Analytes to be Monitored, states (p. N-5):
As part of the analytical evaluations, the presence of other
compounds will be investigated. The analytical method will allow
semiquantitiative evaluation of these compounds as tentatively
identified compounds.
Sections N-4e(5) and Section N-4e(6) discussions should be referenced as providing more
complete information on how tentatively identified compounds will be addressed.
Section N-3c states that the analytical method is "based on" the EPA's T0-14A,
Determination Of Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) In Ambient Air Using Special(y
Prepared Canisters With Subsequent Analysis By Gas Chromatography. TO-I 4A clearly

states "The analytical strategy for Method T0-14A involves positive identification and
quantitation by GC/MS/SCAN/SIM mode of operation with optional FID. This is a
highly specific and sensitive detection technique" (Section 12.3.2.2, p. 14A-29). These
results, even for tentatively identified compounds, should not be "semiquantitative". The
NMED may want to delete the "semi" portion of the word.

66.

The proposed Section N-3d, Sampling Schedule, does not change the following
statement: "The assessment period will be determined by the Permittees" (p. N-6).
However, successive sections establish a schedule of semi-weekly for repository
monitoring (Section N-3d(l)) and biweekly for room based monitoring (Section N-3d(2)).
The EEG recommends that the sentence quoted above from Section N-3d be deleted to
prevent confusion or misinterpretation.

The EEG also believes the NMED should evaluate carefully the biweekly schedule for
room-based monitoring. Given the DOE's plans for accelerated waste receipt at the
WIPP, the disposal room VOC emission rate could change enormously over a two-week
period. It may be that the permittees meant semi-weekly, rather than biweekly. The
EEG suggests that the terminology be changed to "twice weekly" in both cases, to
eliminate any possible confusion.
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67.

The proposed Section N-3e(l) and N-3e(2) discuss evaluation and reporting of
monitoring results, but do not provide a schedule for the reporting. There should be
some limitation on analysis times for each sample-the results should be reported in a
timely manner. The importance of having a specified time limit is clear from the
requirement to notify the NMED in 5 days of obtaining "validated analytical results" from
either the repository-level samples that exceeds the concentration of concern (CoC) in
Module IV Table IV.F.2.c, or the disposal room samples that exceed the Action Limits in
Module IV Table IV.F.2.g.

68.

The title of the proposed Section N-4a(2) is duplicated (seep. N-9). One of these copies
should be deleted before this version of Attachment N is accepted into the HWFP.

69.

The proposed Section N-4b, Sample Collection, is unchanged from the current HWFP.
This section specifies duplicate samples to be collected for the repository-level samples
(p. N-9), but without any change it is unclear whether the disposal room samples will

have a field duplicate or not. The EEG believes a field duplicate from the disposal room
samplers should also be collected, and that this requirement should be inserted into
Attachment N.

70.

Section N-5a, Quality Assurance Objectives (etc), under Precision, contains an equation
for determining the relative percent difference (RPD) between a sample and sample
duplicate (p. N-14). Though this section is unchanged from the current HWFP version,,
the equation is erroneous in that the numerator should be the difference between the two
concentrations, not their product, as is shown. The EEG believes this to be a
typographical error, and unlikely to ever have affected actual calculations of precision.

71.

The proposed unlabeled first Figure in Attachment N shows only two of the three large
exhaust fans in the "Schematic of Exhaust Airflow On the Surface" portion of the
drawing. This third fan has been in place since before the HWFP was issued. The EEG
suggests that the permittees supply a reasonably up-to-date Figure.
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•
72.

Figure 5 is the only Figure in the proposed Attachment N to be numbered and labeled,
which made the references to Figures in the text somewhat more difficult to find. The
EEG suggests that the other four should be numbered and labeled prior to approval of this
PMR.
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